Golden Ambassador Club Terms & Conditions

------------------------------------------Golden Ambassador Club Terms & Conditions
R&J Tours has improved our Golden Ambassador Program to offer
more rewards and gifts, making them more attainable for our Golden
Ambassador travelers. Our new Ambassador Program is built upon
three levels: Bronze, Silver, and Gold.
In order to obtain the Bronze level, a Golden Ambassador has to have
four new travelers, whom they have referred, travel with R&J Tours.
Once these four travelers have completed their first R&J Tour, they
will be tallied into the Golden Ambassador’s account. At this time,
the Golden Ambassador has two options:
A) They can redeem the Bronze level by selecting from one of the
three Bronze rewards; OR
B) They can choose to continue further on in the Ambassador program
to redeem their reward at the Silver or even Gold levels.
Please note:

If the Ambassador chooses to claim the Bronze reward, they will then
start at the beginning of the program with any future referred travelers.
Whereas, if the Ambassador chooses to continue on in the program
and not claim the Bronze level, then when seven new travelers they
have referred return from their first R&J Tour, the Ambassador is
eligible for the Silver level in which they can choose from one of the
three Silver rewards. If the Ambassador chooses to redeem a reward
at the Silver level, then any future referrals will start over at the Bronze
level. Just as an Ambassador can choose to move on to the Silver level
by not redeeming a Bronze reward, they can also choose to move on to
the Gold level by not redeeming a Silver reward. Our Gold level, having ten referred travelers travel for the first time with R&J Tours, is the
highest level of achievement. Once the Gold level has been redeemed,
an Ambassador is then invited to start the program over again.
The Golden Ambassador’s referrals must travel on a 3 day or longer
tour. Any tour two days or less is excluded from this offer.
How to get started...
1) Below is an invitation card for you to fill out and send in to R&J
Tours. This allows R&J Tours to get you set up in the computer for
future record keeping.

2) Tell friends and family about your experiences with R&J Tours and
have them mention your name when they call to sign up for a tour. When
they complete their travel with R&J Tours you get the credit. Please note:
It is very important that the newly referred travelers inform R&J that they
have been referred by a Golden Ambassador (and give your name), as we
need to be informed before they travel.
3) We will keep track of your credits. When you reach 4, 7, or 10 credits,
you will be given the opportunity to redeem your gift or you are welcome
to continue on to the next level.
Helpful Examples:

Let’s say Jane wants to join the Golden Ambassador Club. She must get
4, 7 or 10 new people to travel with R&J Tours to redeem the gift of her
choice at that level. (Those new travelers must let R&J Tours know Jane
referred them).
Now let’s say Jane is married to John and they both want to earn gifts.
They would each need to get the 4, 7, or 10 new people to travel with
R&J to each redeem a gift of their choice at that level. If only one spouse
completes the requirements, and chooses the trip reward, the other spouse
is welcome to join the reward tour at a special discounted price.
A Golden Ambassador cannot apply themself or their spouse as one of the
referrals required to fulfill the new traveler requirements.
Previous travelers that did not give a Golden Ambassador’s name at the
time of reservation are not eligible for credit, as a referral, to the Golden
Ambassador’s account. R&J Tours is not held responsible for referrals
not given by a 3rd party traveler at their time of reservation. New referred
travelers can be already on the R&J mailing (but must be a non-traveler to
count as a ‘new traveler’ referral).
Once you have become a Golden Ambassador member, and met the
requirements for one of the three levels, you will be notified of your
eligibility to redeem one of the rewards at that level. If you choose the trip
reward, the free tour booking is on a first come first serve basis and some
tours may be full at time of booking. Friends and family are welcome to
join the tour with you at any time if available.

Cut along the dotted line and mail to R&J Tours to join the Golden Ambassador Club.

Please Sign Me Up for the Golden Ambassador Club!
Name:
Address:
Phone Number:
Signature
Please send this completed form to: R&J Tours; P.O. Box 1034; Willmar, MN 56201
89

